what’s
going
on
here?

the world’s
government and business
leaders are deciding our
future behind closed doors
again — way behind that
security fence.
why’s
everyone
so upset?

There’s been a lot of talk about “globalization”
in recent years. Powerful business and
government leaders are pushing it. They say
it’s necessary — that it’s good for the whole
world.

they’re
worried about
globalization

people should get
with the modern
world. I’ve heard
globalization is a
good thing.

Globalization is
bringing jobs and
prosperity for more
and more people.

depends
on what
side of
the fence
you’re on.

it will lift
millions out
of poverty.

it’s inevitable,
so you all had
better just
accept it.

Meanwhile... millions of people
worldwide — ordinary folks like you and
me — are worried. Good-paying, unionized,
manufacturing jobs are disappearing in some
government
big business
corporate media
countries, while non-unionized low-wage jobs are
growing in others. The gap between rich and poor is
widening, with more billionaires
globalization
and more homeless and hungry people
is definitely good for
c’mon, can
every day. The middle class is disappearing
some, but I’m not so
globalization really
sure it’s good for us
be that bad? I’m
in many countries. Public education and
working people. Let’s
sure our leaders
health care and our social and income
take a closer look at
know what’s best
globalization...
for
us.
security programs are being de-funded,
and privatized. There are fewer regulations
to safeguard air and drinking water or
forests and farmlands. Young people
see no future for themselves or
the planet. So people are in the
streets by the thousands to say
NO to globalization.

What is globalization?
In some ways, globalization has been with us ever since the first explorers set off
in search of new lands and trade routes. Trading with other countries in natural
resources and consumer goods has helped make Canada a strong industrial
nation. Today, with computers, satellites, and the internet, the planet is becoming
more and more interconnected.
just like I told
you, globalization
is good — the way
of the future. all
those people are
stupid for being
out on the streets
fighting it.

the problem is...
hold your
fire. there’s
a much nastier
side to
globalization.

Corporations use these new technologies to increase their
bargaining power over workers, communities and governments.
Big business uses this new-found power to impose global rules
that will guarantee its rights, now and in the future.
“I would define globalization as the freedom for
my group of companies to invest where it wants, when it
wants, to produce what it wants, to buy and sell where it
wants, and support the fewest restrictions possible coming
from labour laws and social conventions.”
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Percy Barnevik
President, ABB Industrial Group
(a multinational corporation
operating in over 100 countries)

“corporate globalization”
here’s a glimpse
of the ugly world created
by corporate globalization.

That is
ugly.

Under corporate globalization,
corporate profits come first....
...before human rights and
basic needs...
hey, this
is our
land! we
live here!

profits and corporate rights first!
leave your land now.
we’ve bought the
rights to mine
here.

...before our right to good public
services like health care...
hey,
access
to health
care is our
right!

profits and corporate rights first!
we provide your
health care
now, but
only if you
can pay.

...before our labour rights, and
our right to a living wage...
we can’t
live on
two
pesos a
day

profits and corporate rights first!
don’t like it? there
are millions more
where you came
from.

...before our democratic rights
to decide what we want...
we’ve
voted to
ban this
harmful
pesticide

profits and corporate rights first!
we’ll sue your
country for
millions for that
decision.

...before our right to a clean,
healthy environment...
isn’t
fresh
water
essential
for life?

profits and corporate rights first!
we own the water
now. you have to
buy it from us.
pay up or go
thirsty.

this
is pure
insanity!!
now I get
why people
are fighting
it all over
the world!!

when did
all this
start? how
are they
getting
away with
it?

let’s
dig
deeper
for the
answers.

so what the
heck are these
globalizers
thinking?

it all
starts with blind
faith in the “free
market”

Today, we call people with these ideas...

Neo-liberals
The really nutty ones we call...

Hail the “Free market”
Many business and government leaders today
believe we should let business make profits
without interference from government rules
and regulations. They believe that if
business is free to make profits in
any way it wants, the “free
market” will magically take
care of everybody’s needs
by producing what
people will pay for.

Free market fanatics
And often we call their ideas...

the Neo-liberal agenda
And sometimes we call it...

trickle-down economics

So what do
they really mean by
giving business more
freedom and getting
rid of government
interference?

It covers
pretty much
everything.
just look
at their
agenda...

What governments do...

What neo-liberals want...

...they provide important public
services to make sure all citizens
have access to certain basic
needs — things like health care,
water testing, education, mail,
public pensions, just to name
a few.

...they want to privatize public services

...they set rules in many different
industries. These rules do everything
from protecting people’s jobs,
to making sure local businesses
can survive against foreign
competition, to protecting the
environment and people’s health.

...they want to deregulate all industries

...they set rules about their country’s
money, like who can take it out of the
country, when and how much at one
time. One thing these rules do is make
sure wealthy investors can’t suck
all the money out of a country’s
economy overnight, leaving its
people in ruins.

...they want to deregulate financial markets

...they make labour laws that ensure
workers have certain minimum rights.
The right to work in a safe workplace,
the right to take time off, the right
not to be abused, the right to a
minimum wage, and the right to join a
union and bargain collectively for wages,
benefits and working conditions.

...they want to make labour more “flexible”

governments
should open
essential public
services to
profit-making.

governments
have no business
setting rules.

there should
be a free flow
of money in
and out of all
countries.

labour laws
and unions make
our economy
uncompetitive.
without them we
could make more
money.

the
neolibera
agend l
a

we
could be
making
serious
money!

All industries
should be opened
up for any
company, domestic
or foreign, to
make money. no
restrictions.

putting
rules on
money and
investment
will scare
away
investors!!

“flexible”
labour is
labour that’s
cheap and
easy to lay
off.

so you see,
neo-liberalism is all
about freeing up the
restrictions on big
business by attacking
government and
labour.

but how do we
know their agenda is
bad for the world’s
people? won’t the
increased business be
good for everyone
like they say?

and globalization
is all about forcing
this agenda on the
entire globe.

history can
tell us a lot.
let’s take a
look at how
all these ideas
came about.

awww!!
I hate
history!

how we got here... a quick history lesson
i900

life for most was just plain ugly

A century ago, capitalism was uncontrolled, unregulated, and
just plain ugly for most people. Corporations were all powerful,
and workers lived in terrible economic and social insecurity.
There was no health care, no unemployment insurance, no
pensions, no workplace safety standards — nothing. The
view of the ruling class was that governments should stay
out of the “free market”. If the economy crashed, and
people became unemployed — well, too bad.
The neo-liberal world
Unemployment was something “natural”, and
being created by business
elites today is starting to look
all that governments had to do was wait for the
like the way things were
economy to get going by itself.
a hundred years ago.

i930 to i940
the Great depression

ent overty nger war
hu
p
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something more
than “leave it up
to the market” was
needed here.

Then, in 1929, the economy did crash — big
time. Poorly regulated stock markets crashed.
Banks failed, taking people’s savings with them.
Companies went bankrupt, leaving millions out
of work. The misery and poverty were so bad,
that this lead to social and political breakdown,
and even contributed to a world war.
according to
keynes, Governments had
to get off their butts and
actively promote full
employment.

along comes Keynes with
some bright new ideas
In the 1930s, economist John Maynard
Keynes came up with a new economic idea.
Governments didn’t have to sit around and
wait for a sick economy to get better. They
could do something concrete to help it
recover. Keynesian Economics was born.

Governments
can stimulate the
overall demand for
goods and services by
using their ability to
tax and spend.
Governments
can lower the
interest rate to
help the economy
grow.

fiscal
Policy

monetary
policy

meanwhile,
workers were fed
up with poverty and
unemployment. they
organized into unions
and fought for
improvements.
we owe so much
to their courage.

I think maybeid
it’s time we pathe
attention ton’t
masses, do
you think?

Labour turns
up the heat
Unions and other
groups began
fighting for
improvements in
work and social
conditions. With
massive strikes,
protests and social
unrest, bit by bit
they pressured
governments to
make big changes.

i940 to i970
government

Taxes

Social
programs,
income
security,
labour
laws
and
rights

big business

Skilled
labour,
consumer
market

The great Postwar Consensus

With the war over and Keynes’ ideas catching on around the world,
things started getting better in many countries. Workers in industrialized
countries like Canada saw thirty years of growth and improvements
in living standards. Workers shared in the prosperity.
Business leaders didn’t really like the idea of governments
managing economies for full employment. But they went along with
it. After all, well-paid workers became paying customers for their
products. Also, they feared that if life under capitalism was too ugly
for most people, the protests and social unrest of the Depression
years would come back.
WellSo with business, government and workers more or less
paying
working together to improve life, we had consensus — the great
jobs
“Postwar Consensus.”
with

good
benefits

new International institutions
help with the consensus
Keeping with Keynes’ ideas, governments
created the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in 1944 to
prevent the return of worldwide economic
depression like the one that gripped the 1930s.

workers

30 years
and
of economic growth
g
in
liv
improvements in
standards!!

The IMF originally had
two major roles — one
was to ensure that
exchange rates and money
trading between countries
remained stable. The other was
to lend money to countries with
high trade deficits. This was
intended to keep all economies
growing.

The World Bank’s
role was to make
loans to rebuild
war-torn countries. Eventually
it moved into lending money
to developing countries
to help them build their
infrastructure such as roads,
water systems and education.

i970s
rising prices
plus economic
slowdown
lead some
to question
keynes’
theory

The consensus gets into trouble
Things started to turn sour in the 1970s. Prices began to rise
for a number of reasons. One was the Vietnam war. It cost
the US billions, and they printed money to pay for it. Also, in
1973 the oil-producing countries suddenly raised the price of
oil. Workers demanded better wages so they could keep up with
rising prices. The cost of living was rising fast but the economy
was slowing down at the same time. The profits of big business
were falling, and they didn’t like it.

big Business declares war!
Bosses decided the time had come to make big
changes. They blamed government programs,
regulations and full employment for the
situation. They also blamed “greedy” unionized
workers who dared to bargain for better wages.
Big business wanted to get their profits back.
Their solution? Get rid of government rules and
regulations, get rid of social programs, and get rid
of unions. It was time to “set the market free.”
Neo-liberalism was born.

hey, I
remember these
bums. They were
pretty brutal
to workers and
poor people

we’re not
making enough
profits. let’s make
some fundamental
changes.

we think it’s
time to cut big
government and
big labour!!

the age of
commitment to sharing
the prosperity was dead

Post-war
Consensus

i980s and 90s
wait
guys, e!
m
r
o
f

Conservatives lead the attack
The British and US governments, under Margaret
Thatcher and Ronald Reagan, were the first to openly
push for this kind of pro-business program. They weakened
their labour laws and viciously attacked unions in order to
“teach them a lesson”. Other countries started getting in on the
act, including Canada under Brian Mulroney.

In the interest of
squashing labour...
Then, governments began raising
interest rates sky-high. They said
it was to try to lower inflation.
But guess what? It also caused mass
unemployment! With so many people
out of work and desperate for any job,
workers were willing to earn less and
accept poor working conditions.

hey!
could
you please
lower that?
can’t you
see you’re
causing a
recession?

sorry
folks,
but we
must get
inflation
under
control

so they
deliberately
caused unemployment to take
the wind out of
labour’s sail?

not to
mention
depress the
cost of labour
and squash
the power
of unions.

Why high
interest
rates cause
unemployment

pretty
nasty,
eh?

When interest rates go up, the
economy slows down. This is because
it becomes more expensive to borrow
money. Businesses and individuals stop
investing in production. Businesses lose
money and begin to lay off workers.

the war
on the deficit
was a war
on the poor
and working
classes.

e don’t

w
isis!! ifildr
en will
it’s a cr
ch
ur
yo
,
w
o
cut n
ur lavish

high debts and deficits:
creating the perfect crisis

for yo
be paying programs!!
social

oh
my god!
cut, cut!!

Not only did high interest rates cause unemployment, they also
did something else. They caused many countries’ national debts
and deficits to grow out of control. But this was perfect for
neo-liberals. All they had to do was scare people into believing they
were spending too much on health care, education, unemployment
insurance, income security, social programs and environmental
protection. Then the neo-liberals could do all the cutting and slashing
they wanted — and get away with it! The cuts were deep and brutal.

right around This
time the IMF and the World
Bank turned into seriously
nasty characters.... thugs,
enforcing neo-liberal
policies on the south.

neo-liberalism reaches south
High interest rates also created chaos in the developing countries.
When interest rates were low, northern banks and investors had
urged developing governments and private business in the south to
take out loans. When interest rates sky-rocketed in the early 1980s
their debts also sky-rocketed. Many poor-country governments were
going bankrupt and threatened non-payment of their loans.
Now in their new role as global bullies, in stepped the IMF
and World Bank, pressuring poor countries to keep up their debt
payments. This kept money flowing into the pockets of their buddies
at the banks and on Wall Street — the same ones who had made bad
loan decisions in the first place.
The IMF and World Bank offered help on debt
repayment — but with conditions. Countries had to make
corporate-friendly changes to their economies. They called it
“structural adjustment.” But these and other changes pushed
millions of people deeper into poverty. What little access they had
to health care, education, public services, jobs and income security
was wiped out for most people. Poor countries became so desperate
for foreign investment they were now ideal targets for transnational
companies to do business.
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if you want help
with your debts,
Here’s what you
have to do...

but that’s going
to drive millions of
our people further
into poverty!

DO iT!!

Today, developing countries have repaid far more just in interest
than they ever borrowed. And each year, far more money flows from
poor countries to rich countries than the other way around.

Currency speculation... a game
that ruins whole economies
Countries around the world have always kept strict
rules about the movement of money into and out of
their borders. But in the early 1980s neo-liberals began
weakening the laws that regulated financial markets.
This helped reduce the costs of doing business around the
world, which was good. But it also opened the door to
a new and dangerous business: currency speculation.
Currency speculation is a game played by wealthy
investors around the world (see right). It can cause serious
damage to a country’s economy. Remember the sudden
financial crises that hit Mexico in 1994, Asia in 1997,
and Brazil in 1999? Millions lost their jobs and their
savings and were driven into poverty.

What is currency speculation?

the peso is
worth nothing
today!

i can’t
afford
to buy
tortillas!

i’m
hungry!

With the
yeah, dump it
waddastroke of a
everyone
ya think, fast,else
is.
computer key,
dump the
investors and
peso?
traders quickly
buy and sell huge
sums of foreign
currency from
different
markets.
By taking
advantage
of small
changes
in interest
rates, they can make
millions in profits literally in seconds. Today,
financial institutions make about 1.5 trillion
dollars every day around the world, just by
playing this deadly game!!

free trade: the race to the bottom begins
Some countries began negotiating “free trade” agreements. The idea was to get rid of
taxes and tariffs on goods crossing borders. This meant that companies could pick up and
move production of these goods to countries within the “free trade area” with the lowest
costs — the lowest wages, the worst labour laws, the lousiest social programs, the slackest
environmental rules, and the weakest unions.

hey! come back!
how about some more tax
breaks? we’ll crack down
on unions!!

At the same time, the IMF and World Bank were ordering poorer countries to open up
their economies. They told these governments to use their “comparative advantage” to
compete for badly-needed investment. Many countries began setting up Free Trade Zones
(also called Export Processing Zones, or EPZs or “Maquiladoras”). These are special
areas where foreign corporations can operate factories
outside the laws of the country. They’re
exempt from most taxes. They can pollute
the air, land and water. They can hire and
fire workers at will and pay very low wages. The workers — usually young women
— work long hours, often in dangerous or unhealthy conditions. If they try to
organize unions, they get harassed or fired. This was too good an offer to pass up.
Many transnational companies moved their factories to the EPZs getting rid of
high-paying, unionized, manufacturing jobs at home while creating sweatshop
jobs overseas.
When companies start moving away from places with good standards, it
puts pressure on those countries to lower their high standards to
compete. It becomes a “race to the bottom”.

so how does the world look today?
After twenty years of neo-liberal economic policies — doing things big business’ way — is the world better off?
Do we have more jobs? Better economic growth? More equality? The answer is: “NO!”

Economic growth
rates have declined!

Global unemployment
is higher!

After 1980, the global
economy* has grown at
half the rate it did under
the “Postwar Consesus”.

In virtually every country,
the unemployment rate has
been higher than before.

* GDP per capita

The income gap is wider than ever — and growing!
Over 550 million workers and their families around the world
are living in poverty, on less than one US dollar a day!
One fifth of the world’s population controls 90% of the
world’s wealth. The impacts have been hardest
on people in developing countries,
where poverty and inequality
have grown massively.

Women are the worst
hit — they’re more
economically vulnerable
than men!

Looks like neo-liberal
policies have been
devastating for
the world!!

if you think
that’s bad,
“you ain’t seen
nothin’ yet,” as
they say.

wait’ll you see
what they have in store for
us with their new free trade
agreements...

the new “Free Trade” Agreements....
trying to Lock us in forever!
Before the 1990s, trade agreements were about getting rid of barriers, like tariffs and
quotas, that discouraged countries from selling goods to one another. But today, “free
trade” agreements are going way beyond that. It’s not just about trade any more. It’s about
setting global rules that give transnational corporations new rights and privileges and
powers over governments and people. It’s about locking us in forever to a world where
corporations rule, and people have no say.

nafta

North American
Free Trade
Agreement

Signed in: 1994 by Canada, the US
and Mexico.
Based on: earlier free trade agreement between Canada and the US.

Examples: opens the door for US
companies to control Canada’s natural
resources, like fresh water. Forces
indigenous people in Mexico to allow
foreign corporations to buy up their land.
Allows US grain farmers to sell cheap corn
in Mexico and put millions of small farmers
out of business.
The most shocking thing: allows foreign
corporations to sue governments if they
feel that a government is in any way
restricting their ability to make profits!

What it does: gives special
rights and privileges to private
corporations.

Free Trade
Area of the
Americas

ftaa
Based on: NAFTA.

What it does: extends NAFTAstyle corporate privileges
and freedoms to all countries
in the western hemisphere
(except Cuba).

The most shocking thing:
Trade negotiators want it
to go much further than
NAFTA. They want to give
corporations the right to own
and run public services in all
countries. This includes health
care, education, water, mail,
transportation, energy and
much much more!!

World Trade
Organization
governments are
behaving “illegally”
began in: 1995, (today
under these rules.
it covers 146 member

wto

countries around the
world).

Based on: an older
organization called GATT
(the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade).
What it does: provides
a set of rules that
say all the new things
corporations can
do, and all the things
governments can
no longer do. Makes
decisions about which

The most shocking
thing: A panel of
unelected trade
“experts” makes
the decisions. They
can order elected
governments
to change their
economic and social
policies in favour
of transnational
corporations or
face stiff trade
sanctions.

how will all this
affect me and my
community?

in many
ways.
let’s look
at a few
of them...

how “free trade” agreements affect us

i.

they tell governments what they can and can’t do in their own economies

We used to be able to put conditions on foreign companies operating here. We could make sure that their activities
benefitted the Canadian economy, and that Canadian workers got some decent jobs out of the deal. But more and more,
under the rules of “free trade,” these kinds of economic strategies are not allowed on pain of trade sanctions.

example

the wto killed the Auto pact — and future canadian jobs!

In 1965 we signed the Auto Pact with the
US. It allowed US automakers free access
to the Canadian market (that meant they
could sell their vehicles here without paying
tariffs). In return for this free access,
they had to produce a fair share
of their vehicles in Canada.
Thanks to that treaty,
Canada’s auto industry
boomed, creating tens
of thousands of
high-wage jobs.
It helped make
Canada’s auto
industry the most
successful in the
world.

2.

But in 2001, the WTO ruled
that it was no longer legal
under free trade rules for
Canada to put conditions
on free access to our auto
market. They ordered
Canada to kill the Auto
Pact! Now big US
automakers could close
Canadian plants at any
time, throwing thousands
out of work!!

that’s
illegal!!

let me get this straight:
we’re not allowed to
look out for our own
economic interest
anymore??

they provide a way for corporations to challenge and
change a country’s economic and social policies

Corporations can now complain about a country’s policies at “dispute resolution panels”
set up under free trade agreements. If they win their case, a company can force the
country to change its laws, or have the country pay millions in compensation.

example

nafta put corporate profits
before canadians’ health!!

In 1997, to protect the health of Canadians, our government banned
imports of a toxic chemical called MMT. Ethyl Corporation, the U.S.
chemical giant which makes MMT, used NAFTA to sue the Canadian
government for $250 million for lost profits. Our government backed
down: they removed the ban, and paid Ethyl $19 million!

ridiculous,
isn’t it?

imagine what
that will mean
for struggling
third world
countries!!

yo!
hang
on!!

we elect a government
to protect us and
some two-bit foreign
corporation can sue
us for it???

and then
we as tax
payers
have to
shell out
millions
for their
greed??

i think
you guys
are finally
starting
to get the
picture.

here’s another
shocking
example, this
time from
down south...

de acuerdo senor,
we’ll change our
laws for you.

you can’t
restrict our
business with
advertising laws.
change your
laws or eat
wto justice!

guatemala

example

the wto put corporate profits before
the health of guatemalan babies!!

Transnational food giants like Nestlé or Gerber have long used unethical
marketing practices to promote sales of baby formula in Third World countries.
International organizations like UNICEF have pushed companies to remove
images of chubby, healthy babies from their advertising. Until recently, Guatemala
had a law prohibiting such advertising. But Gerber, backed by the U.S. government,
threatened to take Guatemala to the WTO. Guatemala backed down. They got rid of
their law, and Gerber continues its unethical advertising!

3.

I guess
it’s better
that my
own milk.

they force governments to open up new areas so
corporations can make big profits where they never could before
NAFTA very nearly gave foreign corporations the right to buy up Canada’s fresh water supply.
U.S. companies are gradually getting control of Canada’s energy supply. If trade negotiators,
get their way, governments will soon give everything over to corporate control.

TRANSNATIONAL
CORPORATION
S

example

the gats and ftaa will give corporations
control over public services.

WTO trade negotiators — especially from Canada and the US — have been pushing
for the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). This agreement will pressure
governments to get out of the business of providing public services to citizens. Private
companies would be allowed to provide all services for profit! Health care, education,
mail, water, electricity, garbage — you name it. What’s worse, if privatization fails to
deliver affordable, quality services, the GATS will make it very difficult to get services
back into public hands.
we’ve got
another
blackout
due to poor
maintenance

they cut
mail service
to my remote
community!
i can’t
afford
my cancer
treatment

they cut my
water off
because i
can’t afford
the high
rates

alright, that’s it! I’m not going
to stand by and let corporate
globalization trample on our
jobs, our communities and our
human and democratic rights!!

on the other
hand, what can
I do?

lots,
but we
must act
fast...

action
f or

change!

They tell us there is
no alternative so we won’t
resist, but we know we can
build a better future that
focuses on people,
NOT PROFiTS

i. Get your union to join
the global resistance!

uh-oh, I
think those
people are
onto us.

can world-wide protest
work? yes!! together we
stopped the MAI !

The corporate elite won’t give up what
they’ve taken from us without a fight. We’ve
got good momentum going, and they’re
feeling the heat! It’s important to keep up
the pressure. Make sure you keep informed
about upcoming actions in your area.

Back in the late 90s corporate globalizers
were negotiating a secret deal called
the Multilateral Agreement on Investment
(MAI). It was a shocking list of new rights
for corporations, and a big blow to the
democratic rights of people. When word of
the deal got out, civil society
and labour organizations
spread the news around
the world and organized
anti-MAI protests — both
in the streets and on
the web. In the face of
strong global opposition,
countries began
backing out, and the
deal fell apart!!

2. help build an alternative global economy!
Acting locally is vital, but we also need to challenge the threat of corporate
globalization on a global scale. Already trade unionists from around
the world have started working together with allies in the social
movements. They’re pushing forward an alternative global
economic agenda. Find out what your union is doing and
get involved!
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3. put your
money where
your mouth is!
If we don’t buy their stuff,
their system will collapse. Let’s
send a message to transnational
corporations: “consumers won’t
support violations of human, labour
and environmental rights.” Where do
we start? Why not with the clothes we
wear? Join the No Sweat Campaign to
ensure that the clothes and uniforms
you are wearing are not made by
sweatshop labour. Check these
sites: www.clc-ctc.ca
www.maquiladorasolidarity.org

4. pressure canada’s federal
government to stop advancing
corporate globalization!
Write letters
to MPs. Vote
for candidates
who support
alternatives
to corporate
globalization.
We can force
our government to STOP helping create a global
constitution of rights for corporations. Remember,
institutions like the WTO are incredibly powerful,
but they can only exist and exercise their power if
governments like ours continue to play the game.

5. get on the web and organize!
Check the CLC Globalization web site to see what’s
happening and what social justice coalitions are
planning around globalization and trade issues:
www.clc-ctc.ca/globalization
The global
economy is not
beyond our control
as long as we
become involved
citizens!

That’s right!

AMEN!!!
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